ACG-owned domains use essential cookies that are required for actions such as securely logging in or making a purchase. These cookies are stored in your browser and fall under our Privacy notice (opens in new tab).

ACG also uses cookies for functionality, analytics, and advertising. Depending on your region, you can accept or reject these cookies the first time you visit each ACG domain. For more details and information on how personal data on your ACG account is protected, see our Privacy notice (opens in new tab).

Common questions

► After rejecting cookies, I'm experiencing issues with login, checkout, or playing embedded videos. What should I do?

► How can I update or modify my cookie settings on an ACG domain?

► What happens to my cookie preferences if I change locations or use a VPN?

► My browser is synced across my devices. Does that mean my cookie preferences are too?

► How long do my cookie preferences last?

If you need help, please contact Pluralsight Support.